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QM/MM simulations

The QM/MM simulations were carried out using the Purdue University Steele cluster resource on the

TeraGrid and were supported by the NSF. Typical run times were 96–97 hr for a 2 000 000 step (0.5 fs/step,

1 ns) simulation.

General features of the QM/MM dynamics simulations included the following: (1) the temperature was

maintained at 300K with Langevin dynamics, gamma ln = 2 ps−1; (2) the complete bond interactions,

including hydrogens, were calculated in the force evaluation; (3) the nonbonded cutoffs in the QM and

classical regions were set to 9 Å; (4) the pseudo random number generator was reseeded with a new

integer at every restart to avoid serial correlations among the trajectories [1]; (5) the QM method used

was DFTB; and (6) the electrostatics of the whole system were handled with a full PME treatment [2].

Before production simulations, 2 000 000 steps of 0.5 fs/step QM/MM dynamics (1 ns) were carried out to

relax the quantum and surrounding classical regions to the coupled potential force field. Restart files for

steered molecular dyanamics (SMD) were prepared by selecting “snapshots” from a subsequent 2 000 000

step (0.5 fs/step, 1 ns) simulation. This simulation was carried out with the collective variable (CV)

restrained to its initial value with the same restraint used for the SMD replicates. This initial CV value

was taken to be the appropriate sum of distances observed in the last frame of the QM/MM relaxation

run. The final CV value was taken to be the sum of the appropriate equilibrium bond lengths. These

procedures were used to increase the probability that the initial systems for the SMD replicates sampled
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the same ensemble.

To keep water molecules within the active site, water oxygens were restrained with a flat well, one-sided

harmonic potential centered at C′

1
. The water oxygen restraint was 1 kcal mol−1Å

−2

(4.184 kJ mol−1Å
−2

).

This restraint results in waters remaining within a spherical cavity appoximately encompassing the quan-

tum region. The flat well nature of the restraint implies water molecules within the restraint distance

(within the sphere) were not influenced by the restraining force. Since inclusion of waters not involved

in the collective variable (CV) complicated the definition of the quantum region, later simulations (those

reported here) only restrained waters named in the CV. The flat well potential restraint was maintained

for these waters, but naming them in the CV was probably a sufficient restraint since the CV kept the

waters well within the flat well portion of the restraint.
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